
Professional expertise and profound know-how make 

Inovalabel a reliable supplier for pharmaceutical companies, 

medical technology, healthcare and for clinical trials. In 

consistent partnership, Inovalabel develops specific 

applications customised to individual requirements. 

Multifunctional pharmaceutical labels offer a lot of space for 

content, complete security, secure traceability, easy handling 

and reliable documentation.

Reliable labelling for pharma industries, clinical 
trials, medication processes and healthcare

Multi-Page Labels
More space for content in a compact and 
user-friendly setup.

Documentation Labels 
Removable vignettes prevent 
medication errors.

Security Labels
Special labels for a secure supply chain
and patient safety.

Innovation makes the difference
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Multi-Page Labels

Increased product and patient safety

Legal regulations in several languages reliably on 
the product

Comprehensive descriptions for international 
clinical trials

Customised development and constant innovation

Process optimisation in everyday medical practice

High cost-effectiveness thanks to reduction of 
product variety

Flexible use in international distribution, convenient 
handling

Originality and safety features, variable data, 
braille, opacity, medication control

Construction and design specifically optimised for 
the product

Security Labels
Special labels for a secure supply chain 

and patient safety

Effective, multi-level security for first opening 
indication and tamper evidence

Proof of authenticity, counterfeit protection and 
identification

Intelligent serialisation, coding, RFID/NFC 
technology

Reliable supply chain tracking

Increased supply chain integrity and security

Individual security for all packaging forms

Combination of security features and additional 
functions

Documentation Labels 
Removable vignettes prevent 
medication errors

Reliable documentation for international 
clinical trials

Secure and fast labelling and documentation 
of medication

Reliable use in the patient file or vaccination 
certificate

Easy handling of customer-specific data 
directly on the product

Extensive text area due to advanced label 
designs

Prevention of possible medication errors

Individual adaptation to different packaging 
and container shapes (e.g. vials and syringes)

Integration of analogue and digital authenticity 
features

More space for content in a compact and 
user-friendly setup.


